1. Introduction. Let G be a finite group. Following Atiyah [ 1] and others, we may define the Chern classes cAp) E TP'iG, Z) for each unitary representation p of G. In order to compute the Chern classes we may restrict p to the Sylow subgroups of G for the primes dividing its order and use the Sylow subgroup argument in cohomology. Thus, in principle, it is enough to assume that G is a p-group. Blichfeldt's theorem [ 8, §258, Theorem XII] says that every irreducible representation of a p-group is induced from a one-dimensional representation of some subgroup. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the Chern classes of such a representation.
Let 77 be a subgroup of G and X E 77 = ^(H, Z) a one-dimensional representation of H. In [5] , I defined a mapping^h^g'-H*(77,Z) ->H*(G,Z)
which is a "multiplicative" generalization of transfer. Viewing X as a cohomology class, we may write ^h__g(1 + X) = ^-^¿(X) where -^¡(X) is of degree 2i, .jVx is the transfer, and v^G:iJ)(X) =yf/H^G(X).
It is shown here that, in a certain sense, -^(X) is the leading term of cAp) where p = ind^c^ is the representation of G induced from X. In fact, for the highest Chern class, we have c^/^indX) =^f_^G(X). Moreover, the other terms are determined in that it is shown how to compute them, ire principle only, by a procedure entirely within the algebraic theory of cohomology of groups.
One sees quite easily that the basic problem is to compute the Chern classes of the inclusion representation of the normalizer of a maximal torus in the unitary group. In §3, this problem is solved explicitly in terms of the Chern classes of inclusion representations of tori (elementary symmetric functions), and the Chern classes of the natural representations of the symmetric groups by permutation matrices. Finally, the results, are applied to computing the map JV and Chern classes in special cases.
For the facts concerning Chern classes and the map -^ I refer the reader respectively to [l] and [5] .
2. Topological preliminaries. Let G be a compact Lie group. There exists a principal G-bundle with contractible total space EG (the universal space), and the base space BG of such a bundle is called a classifying space for G.
These spaces may be chosen within a convenient category ([6] , [2, I, §l] ), so that, given <p:G->G', a homomorphism of compact Lie groups, there is a map F:EG-^EG of corresponding universal spaces, consistent with <p (i.e. Fige) = <p(g)F(e), for g EG, eE EG), which induces a map /: BG-> BG. Moreover, different F's induce homotopic fs.
Let S be a subgroup of the symmetric group Sf¡, on k symbols. We may choose for Es a countable CW complex such that each cell is carried into a disjoint cell by each element of S. (In fact, if we choose such a space for S/k it will do for every subgroup; this fact will be useful below.) Let X be a CW complex with finitely many cells in each dimension (e.g. BH, H a compact Lie group). S acts on Xk by permuting the factors, and it acts diagonally on Fs X X". (All actions of one thing on another are to be on the left.) Moreover, the elements of S carry to cells of EsxXk into disjoint cells so that the orbit space EsXsX becomes a CW complex by projecting the cells of Fs X Xk. Thus, there are natural isomorphisms of chain or cochain complexes C*(ES Xs X*) sx C, (Es) ®s C* (X)k, C*(ES Xs X*) « Homs(C*(ES), C*(X)k).
(Whenever a coefficient group is suppressed, assume it is Z.)
Assume next that H*(X) is free. In what follows, I imitate Nakaoka [7, §3] . Consider the obvious homomorphisms of the group of cocycles H*(X) ¿-Z*iX) -^ C*iX).
Since H*iX) is free, there is an arrow h : H*iX) ->Z*iX) such that jh = 1. Also, with zero differentiations, A is a map of cochain complexes. Set q = ih:H*iX) ->C*(X). As in Nakaoka [7] , q is a cochain equivalence, and hence Q = Homs (C*(FS), 9*) is a cochain equivalence. Thus Q* : H*iS, H*iX)k) -» H*iEs XsXk)
is an isomorphism. Q* is certainly natural with respect to inclusions of one subgroup of 3^k in another. Let S' < S be two such subgroups. The finite covering EsXsXk->EsXsXk gives rise to a transfer map tr[S'^S] : H*iEs XsXk) ^H*iEs XsXh), which is described as follows on the cochain level. Let ßx,ß2, ■■■,/%s') be a complete set of representatives of the left cosets of S' in S. If /EHoms-(C*(Fs),C*(X)*)
represents a, then tr a is represented by Z0¡/£Homs(C*(X), C*iX)k), where ißif)iw) = ßiifiß^w)).
I claim that Q* is consistent with transfer, Q* is also multiplicative-the product on the left being defined in the obvious way [5, §4, 4] . To see this proceed as follows. Since S is finite there is a cellular map As : Es -> Es X Es which is consistent with the diagonal monomorphism b:S->SxS and which is homotopic to the diagonal map of Es into Es X Es by a homotopy consistent with 5. Let Ax: X->X X X he a cellular map homotopic to the diagonal map. Define A from the commutative diagram ESXX"-^ (Es X X*) X (Es X Xk) AsXAx \^ / Twisting (EsXEs)X(XkxXk).
A is a cellular map consistent with b and homotopic to the diagonal map by a homotopy consistent with b. Thus, A induces a cellular map A: EsXs Xk->(EsXs X11)2 homotopic to the diagonal. Finally, under the isomorphism (1), the chain map induced by A corresponds to (As)* $?>s (Ax)k followed by twisting. Since this chain map induces the product referred to above, we are reduced essentially to the situation of Nakaoka. See [7, §3] 
(In (i) the naturality with respect to S is used, and in (ii) and (iii) the maps involved are between BH and a point.)
Since the methods used here will be those of the cohomology theory of groups, we shall adopt the terminology of that theory in the more general context. A homomorphism induced by inclusion of one group in another will be called restriction (abbreviated "res"), one induced by an epimorphism will be called inflation ("inf"). Also, where it is necessary to indicate the source and target groups, these will be contained in brackets following the generic symbol for the homomorphism. (Consider the partitions R\JS and S\J R different^ Write r for the number of elements in R, etc. We shall be particularly interested in partitions for which R contains the first r consecutive X¿ and S the next s consecutive X¡; we shall call such a partition a standard partition. Let Sfr = S/ (R) denote the group of permutations of R, similarly for S; then, SfrxSfs may be naturally identified with a subgroup of S/¡,. Also, the /j-fold wreath product (S/'r X Sf¡) S kT becomes a subgroup of S/¡¡ S kT, and we have a natural isomorphism
Denote by X the external product of cohomology classes. Referring to Figure 1 (in which the unlabelled arrows are appropriate restrictions), we see that 
]).
Let (Ckj;K0,Kx,-.-) he the component of C*,, in 7P¿(5t, [K0,Kx, ■ ■ ■}); we shall compute these quantities.
Since within each transitivity set, there is always a monomial with exponents nondecreasing (with the X¡ written in the natural order), it will certainly be sufficient to consider only standard partitions when studying the structure of the modules defined above. As before, given a (standard) where the sum is taken over all subpartitions of the above kind. To see this, simply notice that any monomial with the same set of exponents as the original standard monomial may be transformed by an element of 3%K0) X ¥{KX) X ■■■ into one for which within each K, the exponents are nondecreasing. As the i3%K0) X 3%KX) X --O-module generated by such a monomial is a tensor product of the above form, the decomposition (3) is clear. (Needless to say, the above argument is only a rederiving of the familiar double coset law in this specific case.)
If follows from formulas (2) and (3) that the restriction of (Cf;; K0, Kx, ■•■) to i3\Ko) X 3\KX) X ■■■) S T is given by 
rest^tX) -> 5tX0) X SAKX)\ tr[MX0) X -SIX,) -» S/(K)\(y^ X 4>j).
If we can show that this quantity is also given by (6), the theorem will follow by the lemma above. where the summation is extended over all subpartitions of the allowed kind. This is just the double coset rule for resotr [3, Chapter XII, Proposition 9.1]. It is fairly easy to see that we are in fact summing over a complete set of representatives of the double cosets (SAK0) X 9\Kx))p(S/(K0) x SAKX)).
(We have already made use of this implicitly above.) For, any permutation may be modified on the right by an element of S/\Ko) X SA.KX) so as to be order-preserving when restricted to each X,, and modified then on the left so as to carry the standard monomial into one with exponents nondecreasing within each Kt. (Strictly speaking, the above formula should include a sign since viewing 3'%Ko) X 3%KX) as a subgroup of Sfk involves twisting; however, since all the interesting elements are of even degree, we ignore this.)
To conclude the proof, observe that for a = yf° X $, res« = res Tfo X res # = Z (t^° X yl1'0) X (</#X 4%)
¡o+'i-'Jo+h-i which, after twisting to get the order right, is as required.
Remark. The use of double cosets is perhaps misleading since they enter in two different ways which, in a sense, cancel each other. However, I find the proof given above the most natural, and it is certainly the easiest to write down. Remark. By the above, Cx = yx + <f>x, C2 = y2 + yx • <j>x + <b2 . Unfortunately, as is quite clear from the proof of Theorem 1, the generalization of this formula to n > 2 does not hold.
4. Applications for finite groups. In the context of §2, consider a E H*iX, Z) involving only even degrees. It is possible to define, in a natural way, an element lsfaEH*iEsXsXk,Z) (where S is a subgroup of 3*k) whose restriction to Xk is ak. For details of the construction and properties, see Remark. Even without the explicit formula, we may conclude something about the intermediate terms bkj -(1 / X)*(C*j). Namely, the double complex Honiy(C*(7£y), C*(X)h) yields a spectral sequence with E2 term H*(SS, H*(X)k). In case X = BT, this spectral sequence is completely trivial and reduces to the E2 term. (Even the filtration splits.) For X = BH there is little we can say (with integer coefficients), but by naturality it is clear that ¿ belongs to the group F2iH2(lJri)(S/'k S H,Z) of the filtration.
Finally, it is not hard to see that the filtration agrees with that of the first spectral sequence of Hochschild-Serre [9] for the group extension 1->77* -»■$í/ff-».9í-l. which, by definition [5, §5] , is just_^,(X), the homogeneous component of y^H-^aO-+ X) of degree 2re.
Since * is an explicit monomorphism, we can in principle compute c¿J(X) by means of the double coset rule for resotr [3, Chapter XII, Proposition 9.11. Such a computation would involve determining the intersections of <P(G) with conjugates of the subgroups (Si-, X Sf¡) f 77. Since the subgroup of p~E Si arising from pEG may be quite general-it need only be transitive-one would not expect the answer to be very easy in the general case.
It should also be pointed out that the methods used in this paper may be used to compute the Chern classes of the natural representations of the symmetric groups. First, by the Sylow subgroup argument, we may re-strict to the Sylow subgroups, and, next, by the known structure of these groups, to wreath products of the form S S P where F is a cyclic permutation group of prime degree. Since the natural (regular) representation of F is the direct sum of one-dimensional representations, Theorem 3 may be used to set up a computation by induction. Again, this computation is possible in principle only, but it does reduce everything to the algebraic theory of cohomology of groups.
In Theorem 4, I list those facts about the c¿J(X) which are fairly easy consequences of the above results. In particular, notice that the situation is not completely hopeless if H is normal in G. Proof. If H is normal in G, then *(F) < Hk. Comparing the two group extensions and the remark following Theorem 3 make 2a clear.
To prove 2b, consider the intersection of $(G) with a conjugate of i3\Ko) X ¥(KX)) fH in 3\K) f H where F= FoUFi is a partition.
I claim that if kx = j is relatively prime to k, then this intersection is trivial. In fact, in the normal case, the map p -> p~ is simply the inflation to G of the regular representation pe///of G/F. Hence, if p"^ 1, then as a permutation it is a product of disjoint cycles all of the same length dividing k. If ikx, k) = 1, 3%K0) X 3\KX) contains no such permutations. As above, c,j(X) may be computed by the double coset formula. If (k,j) = 1, all terms will involve restriction of (infc,-(*>_j)) XwjiX) to Hk~jxH' = Hk, and such restrictions are certainly 0. 2c follows from 2b. Also inf/-1=(p0-1xK1
Since by [5, §6] ,-^is multiplicative and transitive, it follows that Proposition 5. Let G be cyclic of order pa where p is an odd prime, let 77 be a nontrivial subgroup, and let x generate G. Then -^G(res(l + x)) = (l + x)(G:H).
(ii) G = P X H where P is cyclic of prime order p. We have inf p = p. Remark. As observed in [ 5, §6] , the last line is consistent with a computation of the same quantity from the point of view of Steenrod reduced powers. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use By comparing the two spectral sequences of these group extensions, it is possible to compute the actual ring structure of H*{D,Z). It should be noted, however, that the computation seems to depend strongly on the use of the double coset formula for the map 3Y [5] . (Of course, with Z/p as coefficient ring, the ring structure is given by the result of Nakaoka.) It is interesting to note in this context that the Atiyah spectral sequence [ 1 ] has only one nontrivial differentiation d3. In fact, the generators £, xi, X are all Chern classes, and hence universal cycles, and d3t = Sq3ÇE?+2H6iD,Z).
But F%D, Z) is generated by elements of order 2, and hence d3f = f2 = £ • x-Since £ • x is not annihilated by any element of positive degree, the above contention follows. Finally, notice that what Atiyah calls H' (F, Z) is the subring generated by the Chern classes, and hence Atiyah's conjectured filtration for F(F) is the correct one [l, Appendix].
